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EDITORIAL
The 9th International Conference on Yoga as Therapy: 
Scope, evidence and evolution went off very well. 
The preparation for the year culminated into a 
grand spectacle, which was very rich in quality.  We 
had around 1050 registered delegates and 400 staff, 
families, volunteers and students.  
Right from the first week of December 2018, we had 
regular meetings with the staff members to ensure 
every one is on the same page. The invited speakers 
were confirmed a couple of months in advance. The 
good thing about having ‘international speakers’ is that 
they have to plan in advance; so, as an organizer, you 
know there would be no last moment cancellations. 

Managing the Conference was like conducting a symphony, with 1500 
people being fed in 90 minutes, the speakers being taken care of separately 
for meals, which offered them space to talk and interact. The sessions 
started right on time – a fact of our strict code of self-discipline; so much 
so that our first plenary session started five minutes before schedule. The 
discussions and deliberations were interesting and fruitful. An immediate 
outcome of the deliberations is that we would soon have an ‘International 
Association of Yoga Researchers’. So, the year ended on a very good note.
I have been personally involved in lots of committees at the level of the 
Governments and otherwise. I devoted quite a large amount of time trying 
to contribute to the Yoga fraternity. It may have done some good, although 
a drop in the ocean. However, this year, I have decided to devote more time 
to the activities of the institute. We have a lot of things going on, some of 
which are listed here: 

Three research projects, which are grant-in-aid
A. Effect of Yoga in pre-diabetics and their gene expression –

a collaborative project with GeneOmbio Technologies Pvt. Ltd.;
B. Fundamental study on shuddhi kriyas;
C. Effect of Yoga on PCOD – a collaborative project with National Institute

of Reproductive Health.

The Health Care Centre has been experiencing an increasing period of 
waiting for reservations. We are booking for August 2019 right now. So, 
we have decided to add a facility with 30 additional rooms. This will be 
called Project Anand. We will have 12 special rooms dedicated for Yoga 
intervention to enhance the quality of life for cancer patients. It’s the first 
time when the institute has embarked on such a big project.  We look for 
your wholehearted support towards this cause. 
We have been working with schoolteachers and training them in Yoga. We 
conduct various training programs where the Principals/Teachers from 
Navodaya Vidyalaya and Kendriya Vidyalaya come and undergo training. 
We have now launched a special course for 21 days starting on 5th May 
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where teachers from all across India can apply. We believe this will be very 
useful.  Many years ago, Kaivalyadhama was invited to open a centre in 
Bhopal after the tragedy of the Bhopal gas leak. This centre grew over a 
period of time. Recently, we moved into our own building, which paves way 
for starting new academic courses and enhance the activities to benefit 
the citizens. 
At Kaivalyadhama Mumbai, the academic courses are nurturing many 
sadhaks into the realms of Yoga, and we are glad to see the young generation 
so sincerely interested in the classical practices. Our outreach programs, 
where we are involving colleges, have yielded a very positive result. In a tie-
up with the University of Mumbai and Hyderabad Sindh National Collegiate 
Board, we have trained around 2000 CYP Yoga Interns. These interns will 
be the messengers of Yoga and shall be the first spark amongst the youth. 
Our classes in the BMC schools for special-needs children are going on 
well.  They used the opportunity during the International Conference to 
train Yoga teachers into more intrinsic aspects of Yoga for special-needs 
children with Dr. Meena Ramanathan.  

So, the coming year is full of promises and will be an opportunity through 
time to serve humanity through Yoga.

– Subodh Tiwari
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Kaivalyadhama Family
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Shri Sudhir Tiwariji addressed the students of our Gordhandas Seksaria College 
on ‘History of yoga, tradition, lineage, styles and fads’ on 13 October 2018.

History of Yoga 
13 October 2018
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We successfully launched the second batch of our exclusive Three years TTC Pranayama
course on 9th October. The group of 14 participants of all age groups from across the 

world came together for this first step.  They enjoyed our jet lag massage to get over their 
travel exhaustion to start afresh with the comprehensive full week of the first step. Sudhirji 
led the group through introduction of pranayama practices along with preparatory practices. 
Mantra chanting and fire-ceremonies (havan) led by him as part of Ishwar Pranidhan started 
the days with the right tone. There were also sessions of kriyas and asanas led by Ms Jyoti 
Soni. There were lectures on various subjects like Pranayama in general, its evolution, 
Respiratory system , Kriyas as per Hathpradipika, Gherand Samhita etc by our faculty Shri 
Sudhir Tiwari-ji, Dr B R Sharma, Dr Sharadchandra Bhalekar, Dr Parseeda Menon, Dr S D 
Pathak. The group were really satisfied, happy and thoroughly enjoyed the whole experience 
and left with the excitement for the 8 steps ahead. It was a great start to this new batch.

3 Year Pranayama TTC
October 2018
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The group of 17 participants coming from different countries of the world from TTC 
Pranayama first batch came together again to start the third year on 25th November. 

Shri Sudhir Tiwari-ji led the group through a progression of pranayama practices with 
retention with bandhas, kriyas and rendition of mantras. Pulse reading sessions with Dr 
Supriya Kulkarni were quite fruitful. There were lectures on topics from yoga therapy, 
patanjali yoga sutras and teaching methodologies. Ms Jyoti Soni and Shri Banwari Lal took 
sessions on asanas and kriyas. Some advanced asanas were introduced. The group also 
had a combined session of performing kriyas with the D.Y.Ed. students of the college. This 
time the participants took the role of teachers themselves and took hour-long teaching 
sessions of Pranayama of the DY Ed. It was a good learning and experience for the students 
of both the courses. Although all participating teachers weren’t proficient in English, they 
communicated well and came across as confident teachers. The schedule was pretty hectic 
for the group this week, ending with a beautiful evening out at Dukes Retreat for a satvik dinner.

3 Year Pranayama TTC
November 2018
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The Advanced Pranayama program is intended for participants who are well-practiced
into pranayama of the Kaivalyadhama lineage but wish to advance to a higher level. The 

participants spent 2 weeks under the tutelage of Shri O P Tiwari-ji, learning higher forms 
of breathing techniques and how to control the higher energy that is generated within the 
body during the practice. The program concluded with the participants briefly sharing their 
gratitude and their net takeaways from the program,  and receiving their certificates from 
Shri O P Tiwariji.

Advanced Pranayama
14 - 28 October ‘18
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As a follow up to the intensively learning experience of the Ayurveda Online Course, it 
was time to put the knowledge into practice. And so, in November 2018, we started our 

onsite two-week-long Ayurveda Therapy course. It involves the methodology, application 
and procedures of various Ayurveda therapies, giving the participant hands-on experience 
in these therapies.

Ayurveda Therapy Course 
4 - 17 November ‘18
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Glimpses from Kaivalyadhama’s participation in the International Conference on Yoga 
for Public Health organised by Ministry of AYUSH and held in Panaji, Goa, during 12-

13 November 2018. The Conference was inaugurated by Shri Shripad Naik, Hon’ble Union 
Minister of State, Ministry of AYUSH. Gurudev Sri Sri Ravishankar, Dr H R Nagendra and 
Vaidya Rajesh Kotecha, Secretary, Ministry of AYUSH, along with other dignitaries graced 
the occasion.
Shri Subodh Tiwarii co-chaired two technical sessions in the conference: Yoga as a 
Preventive Medicine and Yoga for Occupational Health. Shri Subodh Tiwari and Smt Vidhi 
Karani were panelists on the Discussion on Yoga and Public Health Policies.
Dr S D Pathak was a speaker in the Technical Session on Yoga for Palliative Care. Smt Shilpa 
Ghone presented a paper on Survey of results of Yoga Training for Mumbai Police conducted 
by Kaivalyadhama.

AYUSH Goa Conference 
12 - 13 November 
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The Beginner’s Pranayama programme inaugural was held on 2 December 2018 with
Shri O P Tiwariji presiding over the introductory session. Classes and practice sessions 

continued through the 2 weeks during which the participants explored various breathing 
techniques. It was wonderful to see such devotion to Shri O P Tiwariji from the participants 
and such great bonding within the group. The 2-week-long programme was over much 
too soon. The concluding ceremony included om chanting, relaxation, discussions and 
distribution of certificates, once again presided over by Shri O P Tiwariji.

Beginner’s Pranayama 
2 - 15 December ’18
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5 November ‘18

We were delighted to inaugurate another batch of our Online Yoga Instructors Course 
in early November. It was a compact group of 5 women and their keenness to learn 

about Kaivalyadhama’s tradition and philosophy of yoga was heart-warming for us.

Online Yoga Instructors Course 
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KSMYM Samiti (Kaivalyadhama), Lonavala and GeneOmbio Technologies Pvt Ltd, Baner
signed an MoU on 12 October 2018 for a project sanctioned by Department of AYUSH 

under the EMR Scheme’s special call for research in Diabetes. In this project, researchers 
are addressing the pre-diabetic population and studying the gene expression with the 
purpose of delaying and averting the onset and/or symptoms of Diabetes.

We were honoured to be chosen to provide yoga training to Navy Wives’ Welfare
Association (NWWA) at INS Shivaji at Lonavala. Yoga classes were conducted thrice a 

week.

MoU with GeneOmbio Tech

Yoga training for NWWA at INS Shivaji

12 October ‘18

November ‘18
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Dr N Ganesh Rao’s Hatha Yoga workshop began with a classroom-full of eager yoga
participants. Day-time classes and evening asana practice sessions were conducted by 

Dr N Ganesh Rao himself, leading these inquisitive and cheerful participants. The week-long 
workshop concluded with a revision of the important Hatha Yoga texts. This was followed 
by feedback from the participants and the distribution of certificates.

Hatha Yoga Workshop by Dr Ganesh Rao
 8th December ‘18
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Shri O P Tiwari-ji in conversation with Padma Shri and Yoga Shri Dr H R Nagendra-ji and 
Prof Ravindra Kumar, ex-Vice Chancellor of IGNOU at Kaivalyadhama.

Shri HR Nagendraji,  Prof. Ravindra Kumar Visit
 4th October ‘18
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Institute Visits

Alva’s College of Naturopathy & Yogic Sciences, Moodbidri, 
Dakshin Karnataka – 22 Oct’18

Yog Vidhhyadham, Chinchwad, Pune – 6 Oct’18
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Institute Visits

Dev Sanskriti Vishwavidyalaya (VSVV), Haridwar, Uttarkhand 
– 28 Oct’18

Utsav Group Somaiya Education, Mumbai – 22 Oct’18
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Institute Visits

JSS Institute of Naturopathy & Yogic Sciences, Coimbatore – 13 Nov’18

Gandhi Naturopathic Medical College, Hyderabad– 13 Nov’18
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Institute Visits

Shree Swaminarayan Gurukul, Surat – 3 Dec’18

Govt Nature Cure & Yoga Medical College & Hospital, Mysore – 14 Nov’18
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Kaivalyadhama Mumbai CCY batch – 30 Nov’18

Our wellness programs consisting of combinations of yoga, meditation, ayurveda, naturopathy 
and relaxation are open to everyone. People from across India and the globe come over to 

Kaivalyadhama Lonavala to enjoy a week or two of relaxation under our care.

HHCC Wellness

Institute Visits
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As a joint venture of Scientific Research Department, Kaivalyadhama and GeneOmbio 
Technologies Pvt. Ltd., Kaivalyadhama proposed a research project, “Studies on effect 

of Yoga and relevant training on averting symptoms of Diabetes Type 2 and its correlation 
with gene expression - A prospective outcome randomized controlled study” to the Ministry 
of AYUSH which got sanctioned in September 2018.
    In this regard, the first program for enrollment of subject participants took place on 9 
December 2018 in Pune. In this program, a team of researchers delivered informative and 
motivational talks on Diabetes, Diabetes management through Yoga, and the Role of Gene 
Expression Studies pertaining to the etiology and management of this particular disorder.
    Our yoga teacher, along with his students, demonstrated and explained the yoga module 
for diabetes management. All the participants of the enrollment program were tested for 
their blood sugar level by Diabetic Association India, Pune Branch. The blood testing facility 
was availed by Kaivalyadhama, free of cost, to all the participants.
    Among the participants tested for blood sugar, there were 6 participants who were 
further tested for pre-diabetic conditions and were all found in the pre-diabetic range. We 
are encouraged with the response of the participants and are soon going to conduct similar 
programs in the near future in order to get the desired number of participants.

Participants’ Enrollment Program for 
AYUSH-funded Diabetes project
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Kaivalyadhama celebrated its 94th Foundation Day over 3 days during 18-20 October 
2019. The celebrations began with a havan ceremony on the morning of 18 October, 

followed by a ‘mahaprasad’ where trustees, guests, well-wishers, teachers, students and 
staff got together to celebrate our Foundation Day over a special community lunch.
 A quiz competition was organised in the afternoon. Four teams representing Students, 
SRD-PLRD, College and HHCC-Ashram battled it out, ably compared by Shri Bernard 
Britto. Dr Rajani Pradhan and Shri Udit Sharma streamed out one question after another to 
challenge the participants on stage as well as the audience.
 The Pune Rural Police were our guests the next day at Kaivalyadhama as a part of 
our Foundation Day celebrations. They were led by Dy SP Shiv Thare and participated in 
pathology tests and medical fitness checkups in our Scientific Research Department and 
Pathology Lab in the morning. Thereafter, a short inaugural talk by Dy SP Thare led to a 
yoga workshop for the Police personnel.
 An hour or so was well spent in celebrating our heritage and our achievements in the 
past year, as well as felicitating those who championed our quiz competition based on 
Kaivalyadhama’s history, heritage and the present.
 This was followed by an interactive session on reminiscing Swami Digambarji. The 
students, faculty, staff and friends of Kaivalyadhama spent a couple of enjoyable and 
memorable hours listening to recollections of Swami Digambarji, our beloved spiritual 
leader, who was revered by all during his life and time in Kaivalyadhama as its first Secretary 
from 1924 to 1942, and even after, until he left us for his heavenly abode in 1990.
 The evening was time for music. We were treated to an evening of melodious recital of 
‘bhajans’ by Swami Chaitanya Swaroop Das-ji. The celebrations concluded on the final day 
with presentations and discussions on the events, happenings and presentations from our 
various Branches.
 Over the years, we have grown beyond our original ashram in Lonavala to fulfill the 
growing demand for yoga. Apart from conducting workshops across the globe, we have 
established Kaivalyadhama Centres in Bhopal, Mumbai, Jaipur, New Delhi and most recently 
in Beijing, China. Representatives from these Centres were here in Lonavala on our 94th 
Foundation Day to share their success stories. Shri O P Tiwariji concluded our Foundation 
Day celebrations by defining the very essence of Kaivalyadhama.

Foundation Day Celebrations 
18 - 20 October ‘18
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Abstract

Yoga practice represents a holistic approach to health and well-being through the
integration of the whole organism: body, mind and environment. There is significant 

evidence of the positive effect of Yoga on health resulting in neurological, cognitive and 
psychological improvements related to affective regulation process.

Beyond the therapeutic effect, Yoga represents a science of human evolution and points 
out to eliminate the source of suffering, the ignorance of the true nature of things, through 
the consciousness development.

Starting from body-awareness and through an embodiment process, Yoga practice 
leads to knowledge and integration of all the levels of experience: physical, emotional and 
cognitive and its interaction with the environment.

Real knowledge of the nature of experience reveals the impermanence of the things, 
providing the change towards a non-judgemental and acceptance attitude. Sustained 
observation of the phenomena opens an interdependence and non-duality vision. Those are 
the foundation of a generous and empathetic attitude which is reflected in an inner state of 
balance and more benevolent and compassionate behaviour towards one-self and others. 
This is the fundament of yogic positivity and happiness. Nowadays, Yoga practice represents 
a holistic and integral approach to health and well-being, taking into consideration all 
its constitutive aspects: caring for the body through physical exercise, healthy diet and 
lifestyle, promoting healthy mental habits, and enhancing an awareness and consciousness 
attitude with oneself and in the relationships with the environment.

From a practical point of view, Yoga can be considered as a mind-body technique leading 
to recovery and maintenance of the organism’s balance. Main yoga practices are: poses 
(asanas), breathing practices (pranayama), relaxation (shavasana) and meditation.

• The practice of poses has a positive effect in all the organic systems. Yoga poses
strengthen and relax your muscles reducing the physical and mental tension. It improves 
your postural habits leading to promotion of positive emotional and attitudinal changes.

• Breathing practices increase and control prana (vital energy) aiming to achieve a
psyco-physiological balance. Pranayama practices allow you a better absorption of oxygen, 
refreshing and detoxifying your body.

• Yogic relaxation (Shavasana) develops your body awareness and helps you to reach a
physical and mental stillness.

• Meditation or Raja Yoga is the loftiest practice which allows you to quietening,
focussing and, finally, transcending your mind.

This all makes Yoga a coping-with-stress skill, leading to decreased psycho-physiological 
activation and facilitating a state of mental calm and positive state of mind.

When the integration of your whole organism – body, mind and environment relationships 
– is made possible through the yogic experience, the outcome will be positive for your
health and well-being.

Yoga, The Key To True 
Happiness

Laura Tolbaños Roche, Ph.D. Psychology
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Our brain is highly plastic and modifiable through the experience. So Yoga, as a holistic 
healthy lifestyle, can promote positive, cognitive and emotional changes, becoming the 
core of an affective regulation process.

The research on positive effect of Yoga on health and well-being has rocketed in recent 
years. There is significant evidence of the neuro-physiological basis of Yoga practice effects 
on mood and positive mind. Numerous studies have found increases in neurotransmitter 
levels related to mood (GABA, melotonine, serotonine and dopamine) and decreases in 
cortisol levels (stress hormone) after a Yoga intervention (Forfylow, 2011). Yoga practice has 
also been associated to neuro-physiological changes in brain areas related to emotional 
regulation through the development of selective cognitive strategies (Froeliger, Garland, 
Modlin & McClernon, 2012).

Focusing on emotional enhancement, Yoga practice has shown a positive effect on stress 
management and emotional regulation with a beneficial action on positive and negative 
affect in patients suffering diseases with an associated significant burden of stress. For 
example, Vadiraja et al. (2009) compared the effects of an integrated Yoga program with 
brief supportive therapy in breast cancer outpatients undergoing adjuvant radiotherapy. A 
significant improvement in positive affect, emotional and cognitive functions, and decreasing 
in negative affect in the Yoga group were found as compared to supportive therapy group.For 
patients dealing with depression, anxiety, or stress, Yoga may be a very useful way to better 
manage symptoms. Shapiro et al. (2007) examined the effect of Yoga poses as a coadjutant 
treatment for people diagnosed with unipolar major depression in partial remission. The 
practice of yogic poses decreased symptoms of depression and anxiety; patients increased 
their experiences of positive mood, such as confidence and happiness, and energy and 
attention levels, and decreased negative moods, such as frustration and pessimism.

However, far beyond the current scientific validation of the Yoga practice benefits, Yoga 
represents one of the oldest health care systems and a prime science of the human evolution 
and a consciousness development.

Yoga is not only a coping-with-stress tool but points out to end the suffering and the 
illness acting on its source. According to Patanjali, the primary cause of suffering is the 
ignorance of the true nature of things (avidya) and the aim of Yoga is to end this primary 
cause. Therefore, Yoga can only eliminate it through its antidote: the development of 
awareness and consciousness.

Although our experiences are internal, they are created within us, our mind is always out. 
Memories, projections, associations and expectations transform and distort the real experience, 
creating an emotional and cognitive dissonance. The objective observation and awareness 
of the physical and mental inner experience allows you to return to the real place where 
the experience is happening. When you establish yourself in the present moment, avoiding 
or minimizing judgments and assessments, you can live life and make the most of the true 
nature of the experience. The awareness in the present moment modifies automatic habits and 
transcends conditioning at all the experience levels: physical, emotional and cognitive.
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Self-observation gives you feedback of your own sensations, emotions and thoughts, 
establishing a communication, a dialogue with yourself. You can discover that there is 
something beyond these thoughts and emotions, which remains unchanged, a presence or 
state of being with which can establish an unconditional relationship, a peace and serenity 
presence where always can find refuge.

Yoga gives a prior role to body-working and body-awareness. The body is the support of 
the experience and the self-awareness process. In this primary support, the experience can 
be integrated and our perceptions, feelings and thoughts can be balanced and attuned. The 
neuronal and humoral signals, the viscera internal signals and the musculoskeletal system 
form the basis of the ‘feeling of life itself, the sense of being’ (Damasio, 1994). Starting from 
a visceral, sensory and motor awareness, Yoga practice develops the consciousness of what 
the eminent psychiatrist and phenomenological philosopher Thomas Fuchs (2012) calls a 
‘lived and experienced body’. Yoga promotes a process of embodiment and integration of 
all the levels of experience (physical, emotional and cognitive) and its interaction with the 
environment. This embodiment process has been proposed as the central mechanism of 
emotional regulation (Siegel, 2012). 

When you get in contact with the experience from the physical and mental stillness, two 
important facts may be realized: 1) any situation, sensation, emotion or thought does not 
last in time, that is, it is impermanent. So, it isn´t necessary doing anything to change it, 2) an 
experiential distance between this situation, sensation, emotion or thought and the observer 
(oneself) is created allowing the dis-identification with feelings, emotions and thoughts. As 
a result, realizing the impermanence of all the things, the evaluation of the phenomena 
as good or bad may be avoided (non-judgment), decreasing the tendency to look for the 
pleasant and run away from the un-pleasant. Dis-identification allows you to experience 
negative emotions without generating reactivity and added suffering (acceptance).

Cultivating the ability to truly accept whatever comes and embracing it will help you 
maintain inner peace and happiness. This positivity state is not the result of combating, 
repressing or forgetting the negative feelings and emotions, but is the result of the 
observation, self-awareness and acceptance of them, in the inner space and in the right 
moment where the experience is happening. Acceptance is the way from fleeting pleasure 
to the inner happiness independent of external events.

Moreover, the deep and sustained observation of the real nature of all the phenomena, 
both in the internal and external space, open you up to a wider vision of  interdependence 
with the environment and a feeling of belonging to the Universal Oneness. When you realize 
the interdependence and oneness sense (non-duality), you are free from an egoic vision of 
yourself, becoming more humble, generous, and empathetic.

Modern science has also found neurobiological evidence supporting the relationship 
between interoceptive awareness (the awareness of the body internal state) and empathy. 
Currently, it is broadly acknowledged that insular cortex is implicated in mapping internal 
bodily states and in representing predictive feeling states used both to anticipate emotional 
events impacting one’s own body and to understand the emotional experience of others 
(Singer, Critchley, and Preuschoff, 2009).  Therefore, the yogic development of body-
awareness would facilitate the empathy attitude unfolding. This, in turn, is reflected in an 
inner state of balance and equanimity and more benevolent and compassionate behaviour, 
not only towards others, but towards oneself.

Happiness and well-being is not only an individual matter. The supreme aspiration of 
the yogi is that all beings are free of suffering and all beings reach the happiness. One’s 
own well-being depends on the well-being of all living, sentient beings. This is the deep 
and noble fundament of the yogic permanent positivity and eventually the key of the true 
happiness.
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The nervous system is closely connected with our muscles. If you see the classification 
of this nervous system, you can observe the motor nerves are divided into a Somatic 

& Autonomous nervous system. Which are further connected to SSC or Skeletal, Smooth 
and Cardiac muscular respectively.

All the activities of our muscles are happening under the control of our motor nerves. 
The activities which are under our control are of the skeletal muscles so they are called 
Voluntary and the rest are not under our control and, therefore, known as Involuntary.

Thank God, the control of vital organs is beyond human beings. We should be thankful 
to the almighty for keeping the main remote control in his hands or else we would have 
messed up that too due to our busy and stressful life.

Anyways, in short, mind and muscles are interrelated. Due to their proper neuromuscular 
coordination, we are able to perform our day-to-day activities precisely and harmoniously.

Yoga and exercises definitely add value to continue consistency in discipline of our mind 
through various practices like Ashtanga Yoga, Cycling, Walking, Running, Asana, etc. Mainly 
consistent practice of breathing technique like Pranayama and meditation, etc plays a key 
role in controlling the mind.

The more we train our muscles in slow, steady rhythm, the more our mind will become 
strong, peaceful and thrive in concentration. The more we relax our muscles, the more our 
mind will relax!

Therefore train your muscles to train your mind!!
Keep learning stay blessed.

Mind, Muscles & Yoga
Nutan Pakhare
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Research into yoga goes back to 1924 at Kaivalyadhama, Lonavala, under the directorship 
of Swami Kuvalayananda. Almost 95 years later his vision continues with the upgrade 

to modern technology and hypothesis development from findings within related scientific 
fields. The aim to research yoga and its practices is not to see if it “works” or not, as context 
is key, but rather to understand better how it works. Though it is popular to tout the benefits 
of doing yoga and meditation, such statements lack the specifics of who should do what and 
when, especially as yoga in the form of asana has become popular worldwide, diluted and 
misunderstood, yet obviously growing and of value to people. We are committed to making 
this picture clearer.

Kaivalyadhama with Emory University, Atlanta, USA, headed by Shri O. P. Tiwari’s senior 
student, Paul Dallaghan, are conducting fundamental research across a variety of measures, 
some of which never studied before in yoga, to help look at, understand and explain better 
the functioning of these yoga practices. It is a highly developed project with a lot of planning 
and organization. The key to good research is in the study design and meticulous planning. 
And such should be the work continued in the legacy of Swami Kuvalayananda. This past 
November a final pilot test of some of the measures was conducted here at Kaivalyadhama. We 
now await the final project and its work which will be carried out here January to March 2019.

(All images by Sarah Pierroz)

Researching Yoga Practices
Paul Dallaghan
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Kriya Yoga
 

A Panacea for Health & Wellness 
for the Modern Man

The famed author Mark Twain has said, “I wish my life starts at eighty and I live 18 years 
further.” It speaks volumes as to how we are enslaved by many a mental complex, 

prejudices, biases, social pressures, inborn re-activities, conscious-unconscious impulsions 
and psycho-physiological conditionings until very old age, preventing us from leading a 
truly meaningful life and living during the best phases of our life.  Of course, when we 
realize some day as to what mistakes we were committing so far, then often it is too late a 
realization! The good news is that Kriya Yoga, when practiced diligently, would give us this 
realization even in a tender age. Imagine what a great thing it would be to have a reality 
perception so early in our lives? We are never too late in initiating the practice of Kriya Yoga 
though! 

We are often perplexed with certain perennially unanswered questions viz. Why, often, 
we lag behind in the race of progress in our life? Why lesser intelligent peers and others 
surge ahead of us?  Why we can’t translate our ambitions into actual actions? Why our 
scholarship and intelligence would not help us adequately enough in solving our day-to-
day problems? Can we, ever, turn our hard luck into a rosy one? Why sometimes we are 
unable to accomplish even a very simple thing, despite our being equipped with all the 
required abilities, capacities and temperament? Are there some unseen forces preventing 
us from achieving our desired goals and fulfilling our much coveted ambitions? Can yoga 
offer us some techniques to change our luck for good? Why can’t we have our mental peace 
and harmony within, despite all the available material riches? There are scores of such 
problem questions that usually go without their satisfactory redress. 

We are fortunate to have the personage of our time Swami Digambarji, who has always 
promoted a unique technique of Kriya Yoga of Kaivalyadhama Tradition holding out a true 
promise to address all the questions mentioned above, and that too, emphatically!

What is Kriya Yoga?

Kriya Yoga, literally, means the Yoga of Action. Kriya Yoga is nothing but a simplified 
meditative technique for the use of the Modern Man who finds it difficult to practice 
meditation. There are 79 different types of Kriya Yoga available in India. All these types, 
however, have the common base of Tapas, Swadhyay and Ishwar Pranidhan. “Tapas” stands 
for conditioning oneself for subtler experiences in yoga. “Swadhyay” is indicative of focusing 
of the mind and “Ishwar Pranidhan” indicates realizing and accepting all realities in the life 
and the world.

Prof. R. S. Bhogal, 
ADR i/c, Scientific Research,                                                            
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What is the need of Kriya Yoga?

Man, in all ages in human history, has always continued his/her quest towards knowing 
the very reason of existential sufferings so that s/he can do something to get rid of the 
suffering. Patanjala Yoga Sutra (PYS) has identified the root cause of the human sufferings in 
Pancha Kleshas. It has also found out the way out of these sufferings in Kriya Yoga (P.Y.S. II: 
2). Anuloma Viloma Pranayama cleanses the nadis to a sufficient degree for facilitating the 
optimal movement of Prana throughout the body. Omkar disseminates the Prana in a proper 
measure throughout the body. Gayatri Mantra acts as a very effective agent for protecting 
the Prana from all abnormalities. Kriya Yoga, thus, channelizes the Prana in a most ideal 
manner throughout the body. Thus, all disorders are influenced in a favorable direction. 
This, then, results in a proper functioning of all our psycho-physiological systems. So also, 
a feeling of psycho-physiological balance is also felt within the practitioner. This feeling 
leads the practitioner towards a meditative experience. Therefore, Kriya Yoga is a surefire 
way to initiate one into meditative experiences. The practitioner gets all the benefits of a 
meditation through this simple method of Kriya Yoga.

What are the benefits of Kriya Yoga for the Common Man?

Kriya Yoga, of Kaivalyadhama tradition, has miraculously beneficial effects on all our 
psychosomatic, somatic, psychic and psychiatric disorders, as the very energy dynamics of 
the body is influenced in a favorable direction. Sleep disorders, insomnia, migraine, body-
ache, fibromyalgia-type disorders, etc. are also helped immensely. This apart, Kriya Yoga 
helps to attain feelings of Samadhi (Samadhi Bhava) and cleansing away steadfast samsakars 
and Pancha Klesha (inborn afflictions) from our life. A very few of the psychological benefits, 
accruing through Kriya Yoga, are given as follows:

(i) A sense of detachment, useful for gaining control over an undue psycho-physiological 
arousal, pre-empting its potential fallouts, thereby maintaining a neuro-physiological 
balance emerges. (ii) A natural efficiency to practice Yamas and Niyamas emerges as one 
achieves a fairly good impulse control that takes care of most of the stress producing 
situations in life. (iii) Transcending the ego involvement in our worldly endeavors by virtue 
of the transcendental joy one experiences in its practice. As a result, many abnormal 
conditions, anxieties and stresses, etc are managed easily. (iv) A rare liberation from all 
kinds of fixations and complexes, a continual feeling of freedom, happiness and inward 
harmony.

Kriya Yoga Instructions

Literally meaning Yoga of Action, the Kriya Yoga practice has been recommended in 
Patanjala Yoga Sutra (P.Y.S.) as “instrumental in weakening the inborn afflictions and for 
experiencing the meditative mood.” 

Tapas, Swadhyaya and Ishwara Pranidhana, are three constituents of Kriya Yoga, as per 
P.Y.S. Kaivalyadhama Tradition has developed a practical module of Kriya Yoga comprising 
Anuloma Viloma Pranayama (Tapas), Omkar/ Ameen/ Amen (Swadhyay) and Gayatri 
Mantra/ any mantra of one’s religion (Ishwara-Pranidhana). Kriya Yoga is regarded as an 
easy access-passage to experiential Yoga. Ten rounds of each of the above-mentioned 
practices, comprises one practice round of Kriya Yoga that takes only 10-15 min. One can 
also resort to two or more practice rounds, depending upon the need perceived.
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Experiential Paradigm available in Kriya Yoga of Patanjala Yoga Sutra (PYS)

Anuloma Viloma Pranayama: The traditional mode of its practice itself enhances 
experiential phenomenon within its practitioner. Pressure changes, experienced within the 
body, contribute to enhanced visceraceptive and proprioceptive impulses leading us to an 
enhanced sensory feedback, which, in turn, contributes to an abstract awareness of yogic 
nature known as Samadhi bhava.

Omkar Recitation: Stimulates parasympathetic ganglia on either sides of the spinal cord 
that results into a parasympathetic shift, culminating into an abstract awareness of yogic 
nature. The technique of Omkar, as per Shrimat Bhagwat, consists of three components viz. 
(i) Vibrations to be felt within the heart region throughout the process of Omkar recitation. 
(ii) ‘M’ i.e. Makaar should be tapered off gradually just like the sound of a big bell. (iii) Towards 
the end the Makaar should become as tender as the inner capillary of the stem of the lotus 
flower.        

Experiential paradigm of Yoga directs itself towards the states of Dhyana and Samadhi as 
it enhances the sensory feedback maximally, giving way to a pranic current felt throughout 
the body in a much more pronounced way. A significant healing may, thus, takes place on 
the psycho-physiological and neuro-psycho-endocrino-immunological levels..
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Scope of enhancing further the experiential phenomenon in Kriya Yoga by using Gross, 
Subtle and Causal bodies, as well as, at the Pancha Mahabhuta levels:

Catering to the health of Gross Body: Regular Yoga practice, A of AUM, dietetic 
considerations, positive social and personal adjustment etc. caters to the health of the 
gross body. 

Catering to the health of Subtle Body: Breathing Awareness and Body Awareness 
techniques, ‘U’ of AUM, concept of Prayatna Shaithilya, Ananta Samapatti in the context of 
body is helpful for the health of the subtle body.

Catering to the need of Causal Body: Unique subjective experiences or happenings 
within the mind-body complex, non-muscular and abstract experiences, ‘M’ of AUM, void 
like state akin to deep sleep, are responsible for the health of the Causal body.

Proposed inputs for evolving Experiential Paradigm of Yoga
Anuloma Viloma Pranayama: Attention should remain glued to the body space (Akasha 

Tattva within, feeling the touch of air (Vayu Tattva) within the whole body, feeling osmo-
regulation (Agni Tattva) within the whole frame of the body, as well as, being mindful of the 
gravity being felt, a body fragrance experienced within the whole body (Prithvi Tattva). 

Omkar Recitation: Listening to Omkar, feeling vibrations throughout the body the way 
they emerge from Muladhara and reach Sahasrar Chakra, ‘feeling’ the gap/pause between 
two Omkar rounds, mental Omkar to be ‘felt’ within the entire body frame. 

Gayatri Mantra: Recitation of Gayatri Mantra in low pitch and low tone as per the Sanskrit 
phonetics (Udatta, Anudatta, Swarita), Mental Gayatri Mantra to be ‘felt’ within the whole body

Case Studies pertaining to Kriya Yoga:

 i. A case of Hypertension of fourteen long years and ii. A case of Paranoid Schizophrenia 
and iii. A case of Endogenous Depression 

i. Just within the space of two months a severe hypertension was cured fully, without any 
recurrence even after two years now.

ii. A case of Paranoid Schizophrenia was totally cured and fully rehabilitated within the 
space of one year of the Kriya Yoga practice.

iii. A Japanese woman, 40, was suffering from endogenous depression. With a single 
practice round of Kriya Yoga for six months cured the depression in totality.
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शत शत नमन
स्वामी श्ी कु्ल्वानन्द
सिर पर आपकवा हवाथ ह ैI
मवार्ग्दश्गक बने
स्वामीजी,सत्वारीजी,शमवा्गजी,िुबोधजी....
कवा िवाथ ह ैI
करवा आिन,प्वाणवा्वाम...
सशक्षक सनभवा रह ेआपके आ्दशेों को I
सिककतिक और शोधवाथथी...
बढ़वा रह ेिंसककृ सत और ्ोर के रौर्रवाथों को I
उप्न कवा प्त्ेक कम्गिवारी
अरप्गत ह ैI
जलवाई आपने जो मशवाल
प्ज्सलत रखने के सलए
िमरप्गत ह ैI
मुख् उदे्श् अनुशवािन में
टवांिफॉममेशन िे पूरवा हो रहवा ह ैI                                      
आपके आशी्वा्ग्द िे                                     
नेशन स्स्थ् हो रहवा ह ैI                                                 

द्वारवा
 डॉ. आर.एि.ढवाकरर्वा (प्वािवा््ग)
कें द्ी् स्द्वाल्, भील्वाड़वा (रवाजसथवान)    

नमन
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्ु्वा पीढ़ी के नवाम।
ए मेरे रवाष्ट्र के ्ु्वा ्र्ग, ्दशे की ह ैआज कड़ी पुकवार।
तू िवाह ेतो बनवा ्द ेइिे, तू िवाह ेतो सबरवाड़ ्द ेइिे,
तेरे ही हवाथों में ह ैअब इिकी पत्वार।।
ए मेरे रवाष्ट्र के ्ु्वा ्र्ग ्दशे की ह ैआज कड़ी पुकवार।।

आजवा्दी की कभी शवाम होने न ्दनेवा,
्दी हुई शही्दों की कुबवा्गनी, िरेआम ब्दनवाम होने न ्दनेवा।
एक बूँ्द भी ररों में रर ्दशेप्ेम की हो ,
तो भवारत मवाँ कवा ममतवाम्ी आँिल कभी नीलवाम होने न ्दनेवा।
तू ही ह ैअब इिके भस्ष् कवा कण्गधवार।
ए मेरे रवाष्ट्र के ्ु्वा्र्ग ्दशे की ह ैआज कड़ी पुकवार।।

सनष्वा िे करते हुए कवाम, 
्दशे प्ेम की ज्ोसत ितत् तू िबके हृ्द् में जरवा ्द।े
्दी हुई पू््गजों की अनूठी धरोहर, 
आज अपने न्े अरमवानों िे तू िजवा ्द।े
नहीं तो जकड़ लेंरी परवाधीनतवा की बेसड़्वाँ, 
खेल के अपनवा शतरंजी सशकवार।
ए मेरे रवाष्ट्र के ्ु्वा्र्ग ्दशे की ह ैआज कड़ी पुकवार।।

कफर ्दखेनवा हर कवाम्वाबी के पीछे, तेरवा ही नवाम होरवा।
क्दम क्दम पर ्दसुन्वाँ ्वालों कवा िलवाम होरवा।
हर िुनौती कवा िवामनवा बड़ी ही सहममत िे करनवा,
क्ोंकक अब तू ही ह ैइिके कल कवा मूलआधवार।
ए मेरे रवाष्ट्र के ्ु्वा्र्ग, ्दशे की ह ैआज कड़ी पुकवार।।

कुिुम शमवा्ग।
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Why Yoga is Essential for 
Sportspersons

Yoga is for everyone, sportspersons included. It is practiced to stay fit, not just to lose 
weight. A thin person needs to work out as much as an overweight person. Yoga works 
on many core areas of the human body and mind, including strength, flexibility, balance, 
endurance, focus and overall performance, among other things.

Sportspersons could benefit hugely by adding yoga to their training regimen. Here are 
some pointers:

Strength: Weight-lifting with free weights will never give sportspersons the strength 
that consistently and regularly holding up their own body weight will.

Flexibility: Practicing yoga increases range of motion and mobility. In particular, athletes 
in sports that require swinging action e.g. in tennis, badminton, golf, etc. can benefit greatly. 
Flexibility in general also helps to prevent injury which can be very useful in physical sports. 

Balance: Yoga enhances physical balance by developing the sportsperson’s awareness of 
his/her body’s centre of gravity, thus keeping his/her body balanced in action, giving the 
ability to recover from or prevent falls, while enhancing agility and manoeuvrability. 

Endurance: The endurance that the ease of yoga gives the sportsperson lends to 
endurance sports like running, marathons, triathlons, etc. When the sportsperson learns to 
tune into his/her body and mind, everything can be a meditation — sports included.

Stability: Yoga helps strengthen all of the little stabilizing muscles that sportspersons 
tend to miss in other physical workouts and are vital in protecting joints and spine.

Focus: Yoga enhances sensory acuity, mental focus, concentration, mental clarity, will 
power, and determination. It trains the sportsperson to stay in the mental zone.

Stress: Yoga dissolves pre-competition anxiety and stress. Helps to balance and manage 
emotions that could cloud focus, concentration and judgment.

Control: Control of breath by practicing Pranayama helps in pairing it correctly with 
the sportsperson’s movements, improves efficiency, oxygen intake, oxygen output, muscle 
function, and reduces muscle fatigue.

Yoga for sportspersons is not a luxury, nor a showy lifestyle. It is a necessity. Sportspersons 
need to incorporate some amount of yoga in their daily workout schedule to stay fit and 
optimise performance. Most top sportspersons build yoga into their regimen.

So, if yoga works for the best sportspersons, it will definitely work for you.

Udit Sharma
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The Definition of Rajayoga in 
Bhagavad Gita

The Rājayoga is a very ancient science of self realization. The haṭhapradīpīka speaks about 
the Rājayoga as the goal of human life. The Bhagavad Gitā puts it as the royal science and the 
royal mystery. The definition of this royal science has been recorded as follows: 

श्ी भर्वानु्ि,
इ्द ं तु  ते  रुह्यतमं  प््क््वाम्निू््े |
ज्वानं  स्ज्वानिसहतं  ्जज्वात्वा मोक््िेsशुभवात् ||     
 
śrī bhagavānuvāca
 idaṃ tu te guhyatamaṃ pravakṣyāmyanasūyave
 jñānaṃ vijñānasahitaṃ jajjñātvā mokṣyase’subhāt || 

(Bhagavad Gitā, Chapter IX – 1)||

The Blessed Lord said:
To thee, who dost not cavil, I shall declare this profound secret of wisdom combined with 

knowledge, by knowing which thou shalt be released from evil. 

     रवाजस्द्वा रवाजरुह्यं पस्त्रसम्दमुत्तमम् |
     प्त्क््वा्रमं धम्यं िुिुखं कतु्गमव्य्म्  ||    
      rājavidyā rājaguhyaṃ pavitramidamuttamam |
     pratyakṣāvagamaṃ dharmyaṃ susukhaṃ kartumavyayam || 

(Bhagavad Gitā, Chapter, IX – 2)

This is sovereign knowledge, sovereign secret, supreme sanctity, known by direct experience, 
in accord with the law, very easy to practice and imperishable.

Dr. Bandita Satapathy
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Key to Healthy living – 
DETOX

When you think of detox, many questions will run through your mind, like “I’m healthy, 
why do I need a detox?” or “What is detoxification? What are toxins? Do toxins exist? How 
do toxins enter and build up in the body? How does this detoxification process happen 
normally in our body? How can I effectively and naturally detox my body?”

Most of us take baths or showers to keep the outside of our body clean, but we do very 
little to keep the inside of our bodies clean (which is even more important). Even if we eat 
really healthy and we don’t drink or smoke, we will still get some toxins in our body due to 
the environment being so polluted. 

I’m Healthy, Why do I need a Detox? 
To have a better understanding, we can categorize the people who require detoxification 

into three types.

1. People who don’t have any underlying health problems but do often feels some discomfort 
in the body and take unwanted medicines.

There are people who are healthy but just face some niggles such as fatigue, lack of 
energy, low immune system, poor sleep, headache, irregular appetite, indigestion, skin 
rashes, overweight, recurrent cold and cough, irregular bowel habits, etc. These are signs of 
accumulation of toxins in the body. Repeated exposure to toxins can contribute to adverse 
health effects and chronic health outcomes. This is the right time to detoxify the body to 
get back to its balanced state.

2. People who are diagnosed with health problems and are on heavy medications.
People who have tried a range of treatments and medicines for health problems they are 

diagnosed with and ended up creating a chain of side effects in the process.

3. Positive Promotion of health.
People who don’t have any underlying health issues can also have a periodic cleansing 

programme where they can get rid of a lot of building blocks of future health issues. 
Detoxification helps the body to cleanse the cells of the accumulated toxins and waste 
products, in turn get the system replenished and re-energized.

What are toxins? Do toxins exist?
A toxin is a chemical or poison that is known to have harmful effects on the body. Yes, 

toxins do exist. You may find toxins in nearly everything. In day-to-day life, knowingly or 
unknowingly, we are exposed to lot many toxins, even if we are at home.

How do toxins enter into the body?
Toxins enter the body through the air we inhale, the food we eat, the medicines we take 

and through the chemicals we rub on our body.

Dr. Ritu Prasad
B.N.Y.S
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ROUTES OF TOXINS ENTRY- Inhalation, Digestive system, Medicines, Skin contact, 
Stress.

All these toxins enter inside the body and cause body pollution and negatively affect the 
body, mind and emotions.

CHANNELS OF ELIMINATION - Bowels, Blood, Skin, Kidneys, Lymphatic system, Lungs,    
Liver.

If any of these channels of elimination become sluggish, they can lead to accumulation or 
stagnation of toxins. The body shows some warning signs to eliminate these toxins. These 
are nothing but acute and chronic diseases.

FORTUNATELY, there is a way to remove excess toxins that have built up 
in your body over the years. It’s called CLEANSING. 

There are many different ways to cleanse the body, but the one that I feel 
is the most natural and the most effective way of detoxification is NATUROPATHY. 

Naturopathy is expertly crafted to help you determine the sources of toxicity in your 
everyday environment, reduce their impact, and remove the build-up of toxins in your body 
by using time-honoured procedures like colon hydrotherapy, constitutional hydrotherapy, 
massage and lymphatic drainage, and mud therapy.

“The path towards better health begins with the first step of learning how to support 
your body naturally through healthy lifestyle changes.”

`
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Kaivalyadhama Mumbai conducted a series of Foundation Courses for Yoga Interns in 
association with various colleges in Mumbai and Thane District of Maharashtra. Hundreds 

of students and faculty members participated in this 10-day credit course between October 
and December 2018.
After passing examinations conducted by Kaivalyadhama faculty, these students were 
certified as qualified to assist in Common Yoga Protocol on the occasion of International 
Day of Yoga in 2019. Local media had covered these events.

Kaivalyadhama Mumbai 
Foundation Course for Yoga Interns
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 On 21 December 2018, Maharashtra Dinman 
newspaper covered our Mumbai Centre’s yoga 
training efforts with children as a part of the Life 
Trust project.
 Well-known yoga institute Kaivalyadhama has 
recently started holding yoga sessions at 19 schools in 
the city for intellectually disabled (ID) students and at 
10 children’s homes with many innovative techniques 
to make the yoga interesting to such students.
 The institute which has been conducting yoga 
sessions in BMC schools for the last six years has 
taken up the project of working with ID students 
and children at children’s homes for the first time in 
collaboration with NGO LiFE Trust.
 They first trained 29 teachers in use of different 
teaching methods for ID children. For example, 
teachers use the storytelling technique to lead a 
child to do a yoga pose. For ‘vrukshashana’ (tree 
pose), they might say someone is passing in a jungle 
and comes across a tree. Different animal sounds are 
also made to accompany various asanas, making the 
whole experience exciting for children,” Dr. Nutan 
Pakhare, coordinator of external projects and medical 
consultant at Kaivalyadhama, Charni Road.
 The yoga sessions started in September and 
cover 2,249 students at schools for ID students and 
children’s homes.
 “We want to bring about a change in the body and 
mind of children at children’s homes, who come from 
different (disadvantaged) backgrounds. We want to 
think of a way of continuing the training even after a 
child moves out of the home,” Lala pointed out.
 Children’s homes at Umerkhadi, Chembur, 
Mankhurd and Mahim are part of the initiative with 
160 children.
“We get juveniles and children with troubled 
backgrounds. The atmosphere in homes is also like a 
jail. Yoga helps them clam their mind. Many resist the 
move, but we can’t use force. Around 70 per cent of 
children participate and the rest are left to exercise 
their choice to remain out of it,” Ranganath Kulkarni, 
chief probation officer at the Umerkhadi home told 
Mirror.

Kaivalyadhama Mumbai
Media Coverage
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Senior Citizens’ yoga classes were conducted in 3 batches at Dharam Bharati Mission, 
Mahalaxmi, in collaboration with Kaivalyadhama Mumbai under the Yoga Education Fund. 

Around 100 participants practiced yoga regularly and experienced positive health benefits.

Senior Citizens’ yoga classes were conducted in 3 batches at Dharam Bharati Mission, 
Mahalaxmi, in collaboration with Kaivalyadhama Mumbai under the Yoga Education Fund. 

Around 100 participants practiced yoga regularly and experienced positive health benefits.

Senior Citizens’ Yoga 
At Dharam Bharati Mission

Sudhir Tiwari-ji Pranayama Kdham Mumbai
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In the academic year 2018-19, yoga classes for students (including special needs children) 
in BMC schools were conducted under the Yoga Education Fund and the Life Trust Project 

by Kaivalyadhama Mumbai. Many of these yoga classes were conducted for hundreds of BMC 
school students during October to December 2018. These classes will continue till February 
2019 and conclude with a valedictory function on 21 June 2019. Approx. 1500 students are 
expected to learn and practice yoga under the guidance of Kaivalyadhama yoga teachers.

Yoga Training for BMC School Students 
Under YEF
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Kaivalyadhama Mumbai participated in a panel discussion on Different Aspects of Wellness 
during the inauguration of Centre for Holistic Wellness. The event was held on 25 October 

2018 at Mithibai College, Juhu, Mumbai.

Wellness Panel Discussion
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Kaivalyadhama Jaipur
Social Outreach Activity 

QCI Examination 

In the month of October, Kaivalyadhama Jaipur conducted month-long free Yoga classes at a 
local community place in Jhotwara, Jaipur. A reasonable amount of people enthusiastically 

participated in daily classes and learned about the classical and scientific aspect of Yoga. 
Our teacher Ms Aarti Soni conducted these sessions.

In continuation to strengthen our commitment of Qualified Yoga Instructors and Teachers, 
we conducted our third and last round of the year of QCI Examination. We feel delighted 

to see participants are coming from all over Rajasthan. Students and Yog enthusiasts other 
than our own students also participated in good numbers. We extend our gratitude to the 
Indian Yoga Association and Quality Council of India for their continuous support for the 
smooth execution of the activity.
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Kaivalyadhama Delhi was invited to deliver a guest lecture on ‘Diabetes’ at Swabhiman 
Parisar (a Model Complex for the Welfare of Senior Citizens, Delhi State Legal Services 

Authority), Shahdara, New Delhi.

Kdham Delhi
Diabetes lecture

Naturopathy Day CCRYN

19 November ‘18

15 November ‘18
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Students who returned to their homes in China from Kaivalyadhama Lonavala shared 
their experiences and what is the Kaivalyadhama lineage with those who had gathered 

around to listen. Then the essence of the Diwali festival was explained, followed by Vedic 
chanting on Pursa Sukta, Sri Sukta, Gaiyatri and Triyambakam. There were chants in Hindi 
as well. Everyone received the good wishes and sweets from Kaivalyadhama China.

Kaivalyadhama China
Diwali celebrations
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Shri Sudhir Tiwariji conducted a 5-day program in the first week of November 2018 filled 
with traditional asana, pranayama, meditation and chanting with philosophy for a very 

curious and dedicated group of yoga enthusiasts at Astha Yoga, Chengdu, China.

Astha Yoga, Chengdu, China
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A Kaivalyadhama France Workshop: ‘From Pranayama to Meditation’, four days of asanas, 
pranayama, meditation and chanting. Discussion on pancakoshas and consciousness, 

based on Taittarya Upanishad. With Sudhir Tiwari, Elisabeth Alixant and Swati Sharma.

Kaivalyadhama France 
24 October 
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Yoga Conference in Budapest: organizing the Hungarian Yoga Teachers Federation.
Csongor Selmeci spoke about ‘Meditation and Brain functions according to Hungarian 

yoga research and results of Kaivalyadhama research’.
     The conference, which took place in Budapest Hungary on 4 November 2018, was attended 
by a large group of yoga teachers.

Yoga Conference in Hungary
4 November 
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Our Certificate Course in Yoga (CCY) programme by Shri Sudhir Tiwari-ji at our affiliate 
centre in Kumamoto, Japan, on 15-20 November 2018.

Kaivalyadhama Affiliate, Japan
CCY in Kumamoto
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Organised by our affiliate in Japan, Shri Sudhir Tiwari-ji conducted classes on Traditional 
Yoga for yoga enthusiasts in Taisho Memorial Hall, Kiyosumi Garden in Tokyo, Japan, 

on 22-23 November 2018.

Traditional Yoga in Kiyosumi Garden, Tokyo
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Abhyasa is part two of the two part online Instructor Certification Course. The online 
course is offered by Kaivalyadhama Lonavala. Abhyasa is the practical part which has to 

be completed before the student can get certified.
 In the US, Abhyasa is a 10-14 day intensive training where the student learns asanas, 
kriyas, cooking etc. as per Kaivalyadhama tradition and then prepares lesson plans to teach 
yoga classes before completing the course.
 These photos show an Abhyasa program in progress in Emerald Isle, North Carolina, in 
December 2018.

Abhyasa, Kaivalyadhama U.S.A.
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Our past student and well-wisher Megan organised a group of yoga and pranayama 
enthusiasts from China to come to Kaivalyadhama in Lonavala to attend a Pranayama 

workshop conducted by Shri O P Tiwari-ji.

Megan’s Pranayama Retreat 
1 - 11 November 
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Participants from our Branch in Beijing China, led by Zhu Yan, attended a Pranayama 
workshop conducted by Shri O P Tiwari-ji along with special lectures by our Gordhandas 
Seksaria College professors and yoga teachers.

Zhu Yan’s Pranayama Retreat
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Students from our affiliate in Kumamoto in Japan enjoyed a week-long retreat of yoga 
in Kaivalyadhama Lonavala. There were lectures on various subjects and practices 
including yoga asanas, pranayama, meditation, tratak and some outdoor trekking.

Yoga Retreat for Mika’s Japanese Students

1 - 6 October ‘18

Jaiveer - an alumnus of ours - organised a week-long yoga retreat for a group of German 
and Swiss yoga enthusiasts at Kaivalyadhama in early October 2018.

Jaiveer’s Retreat 
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KVN School
Annual Day 2017-18 

A colourful and memorable 8th Annual Cultural Programme (Annual Day) was organized 
on 21st December 2018 on the theme “Namami Gange” with an aim to give the noble 

message of keeping Ganga clean and pollution free. The Students from Nursery to 10th 
Std participated in the programme and presented a most befitting and impressive show. 
Shri O. P. Tiwariji, Secretary, Kaivalyadhama, Lonavala and Founder Director, Kaivalya Vidya 
Niketan was the Chief Guest.
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Children’s Day

Vaccination Day

On occasion of Children’s Day, various activities relating to the life and achievements of the 
Pandit Jawahar Lal Nehru were conducted and sweets were distributed to all the students.

The State Government’s Measles and Rubella Vaccination Drive was implemented at KVN on 8 
December 2018 in the Vasishtha Hall of Kaivalyadhama. The Lonavala Municipal Corporation 

officials were awfully busy from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., giving injections to 535 KVN students.
    The contact details of those who had not received the shots were carefully recorded and sent 
to the Health Department immediately. Mr. Hitendra (Yoga and Music Teacher) and Mr. Rocky 
Vhasale (Sports Teacher) managed the arrangements.
    Parents of students in 1st to 5th standards were compulsorily present during the vaccination.
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Annual Sports Day 2017-18
• The 8th Annual Sports Day was celebrated enthusiastically on 30th November 2018. Dr. 
Jaywant Mane, Director of Physical Education and Sports at KMC College, Khopoli was the Chief 
Guest. The Programme comprised of Cultural and Sports events. Winners Trophy and Runners-
up Trophy were awarded to the houses namely Gyan Yoga and Karma Yoga respectively. 
• This year KVN introduced “Best Sportsperson of the Year” award for one student each from 
Primary and Secondary. This award sponsored by Smt Shipra Kothari comprised of a Trophy, 
certificate and cash prizes of Rs 1500/- for the Secondary section and Rs.1000/- for the Primary 
section.  The certificates were awarded to them on the Sports Day by the Chief Guest. Trophy 
and Cash Prize were given on our Annual Day, i.e. 21st December 2019.
• The first recipients of this award were:
 - Mast. Sujal  Mavkar (Primary)
 - Miss. Chetna Singh (Secondary)
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Rashtriya Ekta Divas (National Integration Day)

National Integration Day was celebrated on 31 October 2018.
The programme comprised a symposium, extempore and speeches on the contribution of 

the Iron Man of India, Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel.  On this occasion “Run for Unity” was organized 
for students from Classes 1 to 10.
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Loyola Marymount University (LMU) 

A representation of faculty members from Loyola Marymount University from California, 
USA, visited us in December 2018. After an orientation to the Kaivalyadhama philosophy 

and lineage by Shri Subodh Tiwari, they were led by Prof R S Bhogal to understanding yoga and 
mental health and introduced to kriya yoga.
    Dr N Ganesh Rao conducted a series of lecture-discussions on Yoga Philosophy and Therapy, 
and the LMU team spent a few hours looking at ancient manuscripts and understanding the 
role of our Philosophico-Literary Research Division.
    A masterclass on pranayama with Shri O P Tiwariji was a deeply-informative session for the 
faculty of Loyola Marymount University, which led to a ‘havan’ in the evening, followed by a 
discourse on the Self and the ‘I’ by Swami Maheshanandaji.
    Dr. Sharadchandra Bhalekar addressed the LMU team on anatomy and physiology and their 
relevance in yoga.
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It has been some weeks since we came back from our Abhyasa experience with Vartika
Dubey and Carol Potts in North Carolina and the joy of those moments, the first time to 

instruct a class or the morning of graduation, are still with me. It’s impressive how some 
days only can be so learning intensive, at the same time that it is a calming, embracing 
and generous situation. From the moment we arrived, with different ideas of what Yoga 
was, until the departing moment, with the tranquility that this is just the beginning of an 
amazing life journey, we found kindness. This achieved environment of peace was the key 
element for us to be able to accept our own limitations, to bond with fellow students and to 
take in every advise, all the information and learning experience possible. I am sure to have 
found caring and amazingly knowledgeable teachers for life. There is so much gratitude to 
have the privilege to be part of this.

I joined the second batch of the 3 Year Pranayama Teacher Training Courses with Shri 
Sudhir Tiwari.

The First Step of the First Year has just been completed 10 days ago. In the last 29 
years I studied with my teacher Shri O P Tiwari and I attended several Courses here in 
Kaivalyadhama. This 3 Year Pranayama Course is exactly what I need now – to go farther 
and still deeper into an accurate knowledge applied to our practice in the Kaivalyadhama 
lineage. For me, it is a new step in my Yogic journey, reinforcing the strong link that I have 
with Kaivalyadhama.

This [Abhyasa] training with Vartika Dubey and Carol Potts, is probably one of the most
worthwhile things I’ve ever done for myself. It taught me to listen quietly to both my 

mind and body. The entire training experience is priceless because of the impact on your 
belief system as well as the bonding with your instructor, the Kaivalyadhama process and 
your classmates which will all be lifelong friends. There are not enough words to adequately 
describe how these experiences changed my life.  

1. Three-Year Pranayama TTC course
It’s still a long journey to go but already now, in my first year, I can say that I appreciate a lot 
the profound and methodical approach of exploration in depth of my personal experience 
in pranayama as well as building a comprehensive, theoretical base rooted in traditional 
texts and scientific research in the field of yoga. This combination is always a recognizable 
trademark of Kaivalyadhama lineage.

2. Advance Pranayama course
Advance Pranayama course is primarily a chance for me to practice with Shri O P Tiwari. 
This is a priceless experience. Then, it is an opportunity to take my practice to a higher 
level, experience resetting and spend time with fellow yoga teachers from all around the 
globe with whom I share a lot in common.

Marcia Vaitsman

Nathalie Anthony 

Victoria Kraus

Petra Bianco

Feedback
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I studied at different schools and colleges at different places for my education upto my Ph.D. 
degree. In addition, I did a small four weeks’ Certificate Course in Yoga at Kaivalyadhama 

in 1972. In spite of this short educational experience, I have the longest and the most 
frequent association with Kaivalyadhama. I feel privileged that, even after long 45 years, the 
Institution remembers me and I feel welcome there.
 I studied at Kaivalyadhama and, thereafter, my association continued in various capacities 
and in various events including International Conferences. Without going into those details, 
I would like to mention that right from early 70s till today, I found that all of them with whom 
I interacted, from the highest down to the lowest, have been very friendly and hospitable. 
It is rare to find such a warm institutional climate.
 While I got some basic lessons in various aspects of Yoga from the most eminent 
teachers, I have no hesitation in admitting that I made little progress in the physical aspects 
of Yoga. I do some minimum necessary exercises even today at this age (83+) and they are 
very useful. The most beneficial thing that I realized in yogic teaching has been the meaning 
of Yoga as ‘balance’. It is not an easy term to understand and it is for the student to expand 
its meaning as much as possible according to one’s capacity.
 During the certificate course, students were required to stay on campus for four weeks. 
On one of the weekends, I had to leave the campus to go to Pune for some unavoidable work. 
I missed the prayer meeting on Sunday. On Monday morning Swami Digambarji smilingly 
indicated that he had noticed my absence on Sunday, but there was no negative indication 
and perhaps he had accepted my lapse with magnanimity. I don’t think teachers in general 
are so generous. I learnt a lesson. This was one form of balance.
 We in academics come across issues which are argued both ways. There is a tendency 
to take sides. Balance requires that unbiased attitude is better to understand such issues 
than arguing on either side. While we hold certain views, and keep arguing along these, 
our actions may not be strictly consistent with these views. Such a situation of disharmony 
within oneself may lead to stress for oneself. It is necessary to bring about consistency to 
avoid any trouble. This is working for balance.
 One exists in the context of his home, in work-place, in society and so forth. He has to 
interact and adapt in these contexts. There are rules that have developed to regulate the 
relationships and interactions. We call these social and cultural codes. One’s life becomes 
meaningful by adapting successfully to the demands of these relationships. Today, we find a 
little recession in this evolution. This may be a temporary phase, I hope. Philosophy of yoga 
is spreading in the world and we hope that the course correction will take place. Achieving 
this and maintaining the path could be called balance.
 In the same way, we all have our own habits of thinking, feeling and doing things. These 
vary from person to person. When we see others thinking, feeling or doing things in ways 
that do not agree with ours, we feel uncomfortable. It is necessary to accept that just as 
we have our ways, others have theirs’. We need to respect theirs’ as much as we want to 
maintain ours. This is balance. When one internalizes such attitudes, they do not remain 
limited to a particular issue or a particular aspect of one’s life. They pervade the whole life 
space. It becomes a lifestyle. I believe that I benefitted most by exploring such meanings 
of balance.  Kaivalyadhama needs no testimonial from anyone and the least from me. Being 
a student of Psychology, I have been observing people at this institution for more than 45 
years. I have been impressed most, apart from their friendliness, by their commitment to 
Yoga as a discipline, whether they are in teaching, research or administration.
 Kaivalyadhama has developed and expanded a great deal from the time I studied there 
and I am sure that it will continue to grow as the world is realizing the value of Yoga in 
modern times. 

M N Palsane
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The Pranayama Anushthana training programme with Shri O P Tiwariji was held during 11-
24 November 2018. This programme was intended for pranayama practitioners who already 
possess several years’ experience in pranayama and wish to advance their practice in the 
field of pranayama. 

Pranayama Anushthana 
11 - 18 November ‘18
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Over 2 days, Shri Sudhir Tiwari-ji gave informative and exciting talks on the evolution of 
and science behind Pranayama to the students of our Gordhandas Seksaria College, the 
3 Year Pranayama TTC participants, the faculty and staff of Kaivalyadhama yesterday, 29 
November 2018.

Sudhir Tiwari-ji’s talks on Pranayama
28-29 November ’18
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The road from Kaivalya Vidya Niketan (KVN School) to Pangoli has been concretized with 
support from Kaivalyadhama in record time. The inauguration of the road, named after pujya 
Swami Digambarji, was done this afternoon at the auspicious hands of Shri O. P. Tiwariji.

Swami Digambar Marg inauguration 
14 December ’18
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On Gandhi Jayanti, our Tree Plantation Drive was a success with students from our 
Gordhandas Seksaria College, the faculty, staff, senior officials from the Institute, the 
Ashram and KVN School, and family members joining hands to plant trees together along 
the road near KVN School. 

Tree Plantation Drive
2 October ’18
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Our ashram’s new Vrindavan Vatika green project is literally growing with new plants 
and vegetable: varieties include Juhi, Chameli, Champa, Sadaphuli and Kunda among 
others. We have installed a drip irrigation system to improve our efforts in farming.

Vrindavan Vatika Green Project

Dr N D Joshi, Director KVN School and Director Ashram Kaivalyadhama has been conferred 
with Mahatma Jyotiba Phule Fellowship National Award 2018 on 9 December 2018.

Mahatma Jyotiba Phule Fellowship National 
Award 2018 for Dr N D Joshi
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In recognition of World Diabetic Day which was on 16 November 2018, the Diabetic 
Association India and its Pune Branch celebrated the event on 25 November 2018.

The occasion was graced by a fraternity of diabetologists, dieticians, diabetic patients, 
patients with multi-organ transplants, members of Diabetic Association Pune Branch, 
and representatives from KSMYM Samiti (Kaivalyadhama): Dr S D Pathak and Smt 
Pratibha Rajbhoj. During the programme, Kaivalyadhama’s representatives presented 
information on their AYUSH-funded research project, where researchers are addressing 
the pre-diabetic population and studying a gene expression with the purpose of delaying 
and averting the onset and/or symptoms of Diabetes.
In continuation of this event, Kaivalyadhama’s representatives are appealing to the next 
of kin of diabetics to be a part of Kaivalyadhama’s project and are inviting them to attend 
a programme - organized by Kaivalyadhama - on 9 December 2018 at Nivara Hall, Pune, 
to provide information on the project and request them to enroll their next of kin into 
the project.

World Diabetes Day Celebration
25 November ’18
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Alumni Success Stories

Om Shanti.

I cannot forget words of my Gurudev, Swami Shri Manuvaryaji Maharaj, 
who asked me to join Kaivalyadhama for further scientific study of Yoga, 
as he was attached with Kaivalyadhama for its scientific research and 
authenticity in Yoga Education for which he granted Kaivalyadhama a 
scientific research grant as the Director of CCRYN. 

I was only 16 years old when my Gurudev initiated me to Kaivalyadhama 
for further studies in Yogic Sciences. I was very fortunate to study here 
when gurus were willing to share their expertise and experiences with us 
and also as dear Subodh Tiwari’s batchmate. 

I have founded first of its kind “International Alliance of Yoga Therapists 
India Foundation” with the aim to propagate Yoga Therapy education and 
research and its applications for society at large. 
You can visit https://www.iayt.org.in  for further details.

I have written a Yoga Therapy book named ‘Yognosis - Core of lore’ in 
two parts. The first part was published in February 2018 and the second 
is about to be published. These books cover the fundamentals as well as 
serve as a complete Yoga Therapy manual for scientific wisdom of our 
ancestors in India. 

Acharya Birju Maharaj 

birjuacharyagsbtm@gmail.com
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Alumni Success Stories

I have been self-practicing yoga since I was 12 years old from a Hatha 
Yoga book. My dad used to be worried that I’ll become insane when I did 
sirshasana (headstand). When I studied in university, I joined a proper 
Hatha Yoga class with Mr Yogamurti (a master yoga guru in Bandung).

In 2013, for 2 years, I learnt yoga from Mr Ravi Dixit, a Kaivalyadham yoga 
guru, in Jawaharlal Nehru Indian Cultural Centre (JNICC) in Jakarta. He 
gave me a chance to assist him to teach yoga when he was not available.

After some time, the JNICC’s director offered me an opportunity to take 
private yoga classes for HE the Ambassador from Singapore and his wife.

Since then, from the word of mouth promotion, a lot of offers have come 
to me for teaching yoga. 
Now, I have my own 15 yoga classes and 102 yoga students from different 
races and religions (Hindus, Christians, Catholics, Buddhists and 
Moslems).

“UNITY IN DIVERSITY THROUGH YOGA”

Thanks to Mr Ravi Dixit for giving me an opportunity to share my 
knowledge and experience of Yoga to the Indonesian people to be 
HEALTHY, HAPPY and PEACE. Amen!

“DO SMALL THINGS WITH GREAT LOVE” 

Namaste. 

Drsben Setiadi 

drsbensetiadi@gmail.com
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Alumni Success Stories

As an Yoga therapist, I specialize in Yoga for Fitness, Therapeutic yoga, 
Hatha, Iyengar and Astangha yoga, Advanced Meditaion and Pranayam.

I am an expert Yoga teacher cum therapist and founder of Divine yoga 
studio in Mumbai. I have been practising yoga since 1999, and have 
completed my 1 year full time yoga Education from the most reputed 
yoga institute in the world, Kaivalyadhama in Lonavala in 2009-10.

My keen insight about mind-body setup and functions enables me to 
devise top class therapeutic and fitness sessions. I have transformed 
more than 5,000 lives until now, and have travelled to many countries like 
Poland, Dubai, Bangkok, etc under Indian government mission to spread 
yoga.

I am also Yoga Level 2 certified and a top class Yoga examiner for QCI 
examinations. I keep formulating sessions which are tested and proven 
for many modern life diseases. I am an expert in taking corporate yoga 
classes in many MNCs in India like Taj Hotels, Hyatt and CitiBank.

Anubhav Seth 

yogaforlife@rediffmail.com
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Several batches of senior officers from Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti were in our campus 
for their yoga training. Over 30 senior officials were present in this morning’s inaugural 

session which was conducted by Swami Maheshanandaji who emphasised learning more 
than teaching.

Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti 
Senior Officers Training
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Several batches of senior officers from Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan attend our yoga 
workshop at Kaivalyadhama Lonavala during October 2018. The workshops included 

lectures, asana practice, Ayurveda, naturopathy and relaxation.

Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan 
Officers Workshop
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Several batches of PE teachers from Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya (JNV) attended yoga 
workshops at Kaivalyadhama Lonavala. Apart from yoga, they were also given orientation 

on first aid, mountaineering, and survival techniques.

Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya (JNV)
PE Teachers Yoga Workshop
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Officers from ONGC were given an orientation to yoga by Kaivalyadhama during the 
months of November and December 2018. There was yoga asana practice in the early 

morning hours, followed by lectures by our yoga teachers, specifically on yogic practices 
and stress management
    In the inaugural session, Dr N D Joshi from Kaivalyadhama gave an encouraging talk on 
the important role ONGC plays in our economy and the good men and women who make 
ONGC a great company.

ONGC officers training
November December 



As Kaivalyadhama is doing Government-funded research projects, it was thought desirable 
to make the staff well-versed with the latest Public Finance Management Software (PFMS) 

and Expenditure Advance Transfer (EAT) module. Kaivalyadhama arranged a training session at 
Indian Institute of Science Education and Research (IISER) in Pune on 19 December 2018. The 
Grants and Finance Management faculty of IISER trained Kaivalyadhama staff for six hours, 
gave a live demo and hands-on experience on PFMS, as well as, EAT online software.

Training of Kaivalyadhama staff at IISER
 

Under Faculty Development Program
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